
Head into the renowned Abel Tasman National Park to venture deeper into the 
heart of the park.  Explore underground limestone caves – a challenging and 
rewarding experience and hike through the more remote northern sections of the 
track. Learn navigation and bush skills as you camp under a blanket of stars on 
clear sky nights. 

Prepare for a mountain adventure with a trip across our high ropes adventure 
course at base, before entering the diverse and wild Kahurangi National Park, New 
Zealand’s second largest national park.  Enjoy the panoramic views from the top 
of Tu Ao Wharepapa (Mt Arthur) after climbing on of the highest peaks of our 
local mountain range.  Along the way enjoy the native forest and learn about the 
glaciated marble outcrops and limestone landscapes.

Complete your trifecta of National Parks by visiting the beautiful alpine and lake 
district with stunning peaks and clear waters. Venture by kayak across the lake – 
an early start will reward you with stunning lake reflections. Then continue your 
journey by land, hiking along bush-clad trails to reach waterfalls, rivers and alpine 
tops in clear conditions. 

This multi-adventure and active program is specifically 
designed for international students who want to embrace the 
opportunity for adventure while in Aotearoa, New Zealand.

Across this 10-day program students will experience the three 
National Parks of Te Tau Ihu (the top of the South Island). They 
will explore remote wilderness areas, both hiking & kayaking 
sections of the National Parks, head underground to explore 
cave systems and camp out in the wilderness for a truly 
adventure focused experience.

10 Day Adventure Program
Adventure Abel Tasman: 3 - 4 Days 

Adventure Kahurangi: 2 - 3 Days 

Adventure Nelson Lakes: 3 - 4 Days 

*Additional activities outside of the program are not included in the cost.
Note: Itinerary order and activities could change due to weather or logistical factors.

Adventurous J ourney

www.expednz.com
Programme delivered by

A division of Whenua Iti Outdoors

Available to: 16 - 18yr old International  
 Students
Duration: 10 Day program
Activities: Camping, walking, active  
 group exploration 
Location: South Island of New Zealand,  
 starting & finishing in Nelson
Dates: Programs are offered in NZ  
 school holiday breaks. Refer  
 to our website for upcoming  
 dates.


